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Recently, in order to explain the long-channel electron effective mobility at a high sheet carrier
density in strained silicon channel transistors, it has been suggested by �M. V. Fischetti, F. Gamiz,
and W. Hansch, J. Appl. Phys. 92, 7230 �2002�� that biaxial tensile strain should smooth the Si /SiO2

interface. To address this topic, the roughness properties of biaxial strained silicon-on-insulator
�s-SOI� films are investigated by means of atomic force microscopy. Through in-depth statistical
analysis of the digitalized surface profiles, the roughness parameters are extracted for unstrained and
strained SOI films, with 0.8% biaxial tensile strain. Especially, it is found that strain significantly
reduces the roughness amplitude. Then, mobility calculations in SOI and s-SOI inversion layers are
performed in the framework of the Kubo-Greenwood formalism. The model accounts for the main
scattering mechanisms that are dominant in the high electron density range, namely phonon and
surface roughness. Special attention has been paid to the modeling of the latter by accounting for all
the contributions of the potential which arise from the deformed rough interface, and by using a
multisubband wavelength-dependent screening model. This model is then applied to study the
influence of the surface morphology on the mobility in s-SOI inversion layers. In this context, the
mobility gain between s-SOI and unstrained SOI layers is found to agree significantly better with
experimental data if the strain-induced decrease of the roughness amplitude is taken into account.
© 2008 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2896589�

I. INTRODUCTION

Aggressive scaling of complementary metal-oxide-
semiconductor �CMOS� technology is required so as to meet
the International Technology Roadmap of Semiconductors
projects in terms of circuit efficiency and device
performance.1 However, to circumvent the downscaling dif-
ficulty and extend the lifetime of conventional silicon tech-
nology, novel architectures as well as new materials are cur-
rently explored. Among the promising avenues, substrates-
induced strained silicon �s-Si� layers have generated a great
deal of interest owing to both large electron and hole mobil-
ity enhancements over unstrained Si layers.2,3 These s-Si lay-
ers are obtained through the pseudomorphic growth of Si
epitaxial layers on relaxed SiGe buffers, hence yielding a
biaxial tensile strain in the plane normal to the growth direc-
tion. There has also been an extensive effort to include
strain in the fabrication of silicon-on-insulator �SOI�
channel metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors
�MOSFETs�, thus benefiting from both the carrier mobility
enhancement in s-Si and the advantages of the SOI technol-
ogy over its silicon counterpart, e.g., a low junction capaci-
tance and better electrostatic control. As a result, many
groups have reported both large electron and hole mobility
improvements in s-SOI MOSFETs over their conventional

SOI architectures. For example, Andrieu et al.4 have demon-
strated a 90% electron mobility gain with a TiN /HfO2 gate
stack �Si0.8Ge0.2 initial substrate�. Among various groups,
Rim et al. have reported an electron mobility gain up to
125% and a hole mobility enhancement of 21%, using an
initial Si0.65Ge0.35 substrate.5

Modeling tools are highly desirable to serve as guide-
lines for improving s-SOI channel MOSFETs. However, if
the physical picture is clear at a moderate sheet carrier den-
sity �i.e., Ninv�1012 cm−2�, the origin of the gain is still not
understood at a high electron density �Ninv�1013 cm−2�. In-
deed, the electron mobility enhancement in the moderate Ninv

range is well explained by the strain-induced split of the
sixfold degenerate Si conduction-band minima into the well-
known �2 and �4 valleys. This band lift leads to a lower
conduction-effective mass, as well as a reduction of interval-
ley scattering, which both increase the mobility in s-SOI
channel n-MOSFETs.6 However, the physical mechanisms
responsible for the mobility enhancement in s-SOI inversion
layers at a large electron density are still unexplained at the
moment. At high Ninv, in SOI, quantum confinement splits
the �2 and �4 valleys, making the strain-induced band lift
almost redundant. This should thus strongly reduce the mo-
bility gain in the large Ninv region. Yet, many experimental
results are in contradiction with this argument since the mo-
bility enhancement is maintained at high Ninv.

3–5 The purpose
of this work is to investigate this unexplained mobility gain.

It is well known that, at a high carrier density, surface
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roughness �SR� �or, more accurately, interface roughness� is
dominant in carrier transport in the channel.7 Thus, in a re-
cent work, Fischetti et al., after ruling out other possibilities,
suggested ascribing the mobility gain to a reduction of the
SR scattering with the s-SOI /SiO2 interface.8 Expressed oth-
erwise, strain should smooth the s-SOI /SiO2 interface. Re-
cently, Evans and co-workers have shown, via first-principles
modeling, that the SR-limited mobility can be significantly
increased thanks to in-plane tensile strain.9–11

However, this assumption has not been experimentally
verified. To this aim, we report in this work an experimental
study of the influence of strain on the surface morphology of
s-SOI layers by means of atomic force microscopy �AFM�.
This technique has been largely used to study Si and s-Si
SR.12–18 Indeed, AFM is particularly useful for analyzing in-
terface roughness because it provides real-space two-
dimensional high-resolution topography.19 In the present
work, we investigate the roughness parameters describing
the s-SOI surface morphology for 0.8% biaxial tensile strain.
Our results show that the roughness amplitude—that de-
scribes the fluctuations of the surface heights around the av-
erage surface height—is significantly decreased by the strain.
Then, we present effective electron mobility calculations us-
ing a Kubo-Greenwood model that accounts for the main
scattering mechanisms dominant in electron transport at high
Ninv, i.e., phonons �both acoustic and nonpolar optical� and
SR. We investigate the influence on the mobility in s-SOI
layers of a modification of the surface morphology. Espe-
cially, using the decrease of the roughness amplitude with
strain, we show mobility calculations in good agreement
with experimental long-channel ones.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, the roughness properties of tensively strained SOI
substrates are investigated by means of AFM characteriza-
tion and in-depth statistical analysis. Then, in Sec. III, the
Kubo-Greenwood formalism in s-SOI inversion layers is pre-
sented. In Sec. IV, mobility calculations in SOI and s-SOI
inversion layers are addressed. In this section, the influence
of a roughness amplitude modification on the high electron
density mobility enhancement factor is discussed. Finally,
the main conclusions are summarized in Sec. V.

II. SURFACE MORPHOLOGY OF BIAXIAL TENSILE
STRAINED SOI LAYERS

In this section, we present the AFM characterization as
well as the statistical analysis of the digitalized AFM topog-
raphies. Surface morphology of s-Si films has been investi-
gated both experimentally12,20 and theoretically21 in a num-
ber of articles. Particularly, it has been shown that strain
plays a crucial role in setting the mode of relaxation as well
as the surface roughening during the epitaxial growth, de-
pending on the lattice mismatch. Moreover, it has also been
shown that the roughness parameters depend on the nature
and the deposition process of the gate stack.22 In this study,
we shall quantitatively estimate to which extent the surface
morphology of s-SOI compared to that of unstrained SOI is
modified by strain. As shown by Goodnick et al. in Ref. 23,
the roughness measured with AFM does not directly rely on
the surface fluctuations really encountered by electrons in the

transistor. Yet, the comparison between the roughness of SOI
and s-SOI substrates will shed some light on the influence of
strain.

A. Experimental conditions of AFM imaging

Standard �001� SOI and s-SOI substrates �both with 145
nm buried oxide� have been used for the AFM analysis. For
both wafer types, the film thickness is equal to 15 nm. s-SOI
substrates have been processed using a relaxed Si0.2Ge0.8 vir-
tual substrate as a template. Other details of the fabrication
can be found in Ref. 4. AFM measurements were performed
with a Digital Instruments Veeco D5000 in the “TappingTM”
mode, with Super Sharp silicon tips used in the standard
configuration. An Hf-last surface preparation was carried out
on all wafers just before the AFM characterization in order to
remove native oxide.

B. AFM results

We report now the results of AFM measurements per-
formed on SOI and s-SOI films. Figure 1 shows a typical
AFM image of the s-SOI film for a 2�2 �m2 scan size with
the gray scale in the image determined by the surface height.
One can notice in this figure the so-called cross-hatch mor-
phology which commonly occurs in strain layer growth. To
avoid the difficulty of isolating a “useful area” between
cross-hatch patterns in such a wide scan, we have focused on
smaller scan sizes, i.e., in practice, 200 or 500 nm square
scanning areas.

Figure 2 shows AFM images of SOI and s-SOI layers
�200 nm square scanning area�. These surface images are
digitized, thus giving an image lattice h�R� on an N�N
two-dimensional mesh, where N is the number of surface
sites �in this study, N is 512�. Here, R= �x ,y� and h�R� stand
for the position wave vector in the plane of the interface and
the surface height at position R, respectively. We label the x
axis as the AFM tip scanning direction and the y axis as the
direction perpendicular to it. For each image, a background
subtraction by a second-order polynomial fit has been per-

FIG. 1. AFM image of a s-SOI substrate �2�2 �m2� presenting the so-
called cross-hatch pattern that occurs in highly strained silicon growth for a
0.8% biaxial tensile strain. A background removed by a second-order poly-
nomial fit has been performed. Gray scale is given by the surface height.
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formed to obtain an almost stationary process h�R�. This
background removal is known to partially suppress long-
wavelength fluctuations of the surface.23 However, as we are
mainly interested in short-wavelength roughness, because it
corresponds to the studied inversion charge range �high Ninv

means a short wavelength�, this background removal does
not alter our conclusions.

To analyze the surface morphology, we first calculate the
roughness amplitude, �, which is the key parameter to char-
acterize the SR. � is defined as the standard deviation of the
digitized heights h�Ri�, i� �1, . . . ,N2�, which are treated as a
sequence of a random process.23 Assuming without loss of
generality that h�R� has a zero mean, �2= �h2�R�	 where the
brackets �¯	 denote ensemble average. To refine the � cal-
culation, we follow the method of Yoshinobu et al.,14 aver-
aging the roughness amplitude computed over a series of
smaller meshes �N /2p�� �N /2p�, with p=0,1 , . . . ,4. This
calculation was also performed over different scan sizes,
200�200 nm2, 500�500 nm2, and 2.5�2.5 �m2. Figure
3 shows the calculated � as a function of the length side L of
the square scanning area for SOI �closed circles� and s-SOI
�open squares�. The lattice mismatch in the s-SOI film is �
=0.8%. One can notice that � in s-SOI is smaller than � in
SOI for all scanning areas. For L=500 nm, we obtain
�s-SOI /�SOI
1.7; this ratio is 1.4 when we average over the
three scan areas.

In order to gain some physical insight concerning the
strain dependence of the surface morphology, we study now
some important statistical properties of the sequence h�R�.
To this aim, the so-called height-height correlation function
�HHCF�, hereafter to be referred to as ��R�, has been calcu-
lated. The HHCF is directly related to the autocorrelation
function C�R�, since ��R�=2�2�1−C�R� /�2�, and therefore
to the power spectrum density �PSD� of the surface via Fou-
rier transform. The PSD is useful since it enters the calcula-
tion of the momentum relaxation time relative to SR
scattering,24 and thus is linked to the SR limited mobility,
�SR. Therefore, a modification of the HHCF results in a mo-
bility change, especially at large Ninv. The HHCF is defined
as19

��R� = ��h�R�� − h�R + R���2	 , �1�

where it is always assumed that h�R� is a zero mean process.
Due to the degraded correlation in the direction perpendicu-
lar to the scan axis, we performed an average over the y

direction. Hence, instead of ��R�, we consider �̃�x� defined
as

�̃�x� = ���h�x�,y� − h�x + x�,y��2	x�	y . �2�

In Fig. 4, we plot �̃ as a function of the distance along the
tip-scanning direction for SOI and s-SOI ��=0.8%� layers
computed via the 200�200 nm2 scan size. As in the limit

x→�, �̃�x� obeys the property: �̃�x→��→2�2, one can
readily verify in Fig. 4 that � decreases with the strain.

Moreover, with �̃�x� it is possible to calculate the so-called
correlation length 	.19 This quantity is a measure of the
range over which the surface heights are not completely
independent.23,24 In the literature,23 the HHCF has been suc-
cessfully described in terms of a simple exponential function
written as

�̃�x� = 2�2�1 − exp�−  x

	
��� . �3�

Using Eq. �3�, 	=4.1 nm and 	=2.8 nm were calculated
for the SOI and s-SOI films, respectively. These results dem-
onstrate that strain modifies not only � but also 	. However,
it should be noted that an accurate determination of the cor-

FIG. 2. AFM images �200�200 nm2� of SOI �a� and s-SOI �b� substrates.
The lattice mismatch in the s-SOI film is 0.8%. As in Fig. 1, a background
suppression by a least-squares surface fit has been done. The surface height
is indicated by the gray scale.

FIG. 3. Roughness amplitude vs the length side of the square scanning area
for SOI �closed circles� and s-SOI �open squares� substrates. The lattice
mismatch in the s-SOI film is 0.8%.
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relation length is much more difficult to obtain than that of
the roughness amplitude. Indeed, Goodnick et al.23 have
shown that 	 is strongly altered by the statistical analysis;
the order of the background polynomial fit, the available
window length of the random process, or the HHCF model-
ing are some examples of parameters that significantly
modify the determination of 	. Consequently, the uncer-
tainty in the determination of 	 makes the comparison be-
tween SOI and s-SOI quite delicate. In this regard, another
argument can be put forward through reasoning about �SR.
Among other quantities, �SR is mainly determined by the
PSD, S�Q�, since �SR
�SR
1 /S. The two-dimensional PSD
corresponding to the HHCF expression Eq. �3� is given by19

S�Q� =
2��2	2

�1 + Q2	2�3/2 . �4�

Thanks to this formula, one understands that the two rough-
ness parameters, � and 	, influence �SR differently. While
�SR is proportional to �−2 irrespective of the Ninv value, the
relationship between �SR and 	 depends strongly on Ninv.
Indeed, as already pointed out by Fischetti et al.,8 when
screening effects are neglected, the 	-dependence of �SR is
changed at the key density NSR
1 / ��	�2 from �SR
	−2 to
�SR
	. However, when no assumption is made about di-
electric screening, the 	-dependence of �SR is not so obvi-
ous. Moreover, experimental results have shown that, con-
trary to �SR, the mobility enhancement in s-SOI inversion
layers does not depend on the electron density. For all these
reasons, we will concentrate on the �-dependence of �SR,
which is certainly much easier to catch, keeping in mind that
other parameters such as 	 may play a significant role too.
Efforts to understand the influence of 	 are planned in future
works.

Our AFM measurements show that in-plane tensile strain
in silicon significantly affects the surface morphology. Par-
ticularly, the roughness amplitude � is decreased when strain
increases. However, this parameter strongly influences the
mobility. The purpose of the next sections is to quantify the
evolution of the s-SOI mobility with � in the high electron
density limit.

III. EFFECTIVE ELECTRON MOBILITY

To distinguish among the possible mechanisms that
could explain the high field electron mobility enhancement
ratio, the temperature dependence of the electron effective
mobility in �s-�SOI inversion layers has been computed and
compared to experimental measurements.18 In this section,
we describe the model used to calculate the electron effective
mobility in �s-�SOI inversion layers.

A. The Kubo-Greenwood model

The effective mobility in the �s-�SOI inversion layer is
calculated using the Kubo-Greenwood formulation within
the framework of a two-dimensional electron gas. This for-
malism has been extensively outlined in a number of
articles;6,25–27 however, let us recall the basic steps of the
calculation. The preliminary stage of the mobility computa-
tion is the determination of the eigenstates and eigenvalues
of the �s-�SOI inversion layer by solving the Schrödinger
equation. In order to account for space-charge effects, this
determination is coupled with the Poisson equation in a self-
consistent manner.28 The energies and wave functions ob-
tained are then used to calculate the momentum relaxation
times, which are the basic ingredients of the Kubo-
Greenwood model. In this study, we have considered intra-
valley scattering with acoustic phonons, intervalley scatter-
ing with nonpolar optical phonons, and SR scattering. As we
mainly focus on the large Ninv mobility regime, impurity
scattering has been disregarded in this work since it is known
to limit the mobility only at low Ninv.

6,7

Let us briefly outline the mobility formulation in the
Kubo-Greenwood formalism. We consider the �s-�SOI /SiO2

interface to be parallel to the �001� crystal plane, so the z
axis—the confinement direction—is along the �001� direc-
tion. We label the x axis as the source-to-drain direction and
the y axis as the direction perpendicular to it, namely the
�100� and �010� directions, respectively.29 Among the com-
ponents of the mobility tensor,26 we shall calculate only the
component �xx of the mobility tensor, i.e., the diagonal com-
ponent along the longitudinal field. For simplicity, we just
refer to this term as �. The mobility is thus expressed as27

� = �


e0g

2�2�2NinvkBT

��
0

2�

d��
0

�

�,x,y��,���x,��,��f����1 − f����d� ,

�5�

where � and � are the kinetic energy and the polar angle,
respectively, e0 is the elementary electronic charge, � is the
reduced Planck constant, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is
the lattice temperature, g is the degeneracy of the th sub-
band including spin, �x,�� ,�� is the relaxation time for the
xth component of the momentum in subband , f��� is the
Fermi-Dirac distribution,

FIG. 4. Averaged height-height correlation function �̃�x� �see Eq. �2� for
definition� as a function of the distance along the tip scanning direction for
the SOI �closed circles� and s-SOI �closed squares� 200�200 nm2 scan.
The lattice mismatch in the s-SOI film is 0.8%. The extracted values of the
correlation length 	 calculated using Eq. �3� as a fit �dashed lines� are also
indicated.
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f��� =
1

1 + exp� + e − EF

kBT
� , �6�

and �,x,y�� ,�� is detailed below. In Eq. �6�, EF is the Fermi
level and e is the eigenvalue of the th subband. The term
�,x,y�� ,�� results from the anisotropy of the effective mass
tensor. Using a nonspherical, nonparabolic dispersion rela-
tion in the above-chosen coordinate system, it is expressed as

�,x,y��,�� = ��1 + ����1 − 2���
cos2 �

m,x
2

� cos2 �

m,x
+

sin2 �

m,y
�−2

, �7�

where m,x and m,y are the electron effective masses of sub-
band  along the x and y axes, respectively, and � is the
nonparabolicity coefficient. To obtain Eq. �7�, it was assumed
that the dispersion relation in subband  is written as

�2K2

2
 cos2 �

m,x
+

sin2 �

m,y
� = ��K��1 + ���K�� ,

where �K ,�� are the polar coordinates of the two-
dimensional wave vector K.

B. Relaxation rates

The momentum relaxation rates relative to phonons
�considering both acoustic and optical modes� are treated fol-
lowing the approach described in Refs. 26 and 30, with the
parameters listed in Table I. Regarding the acoustic phonon
model, keeping in mind that we aim to compare the mobility
calculations with the experimental data for various lattice
temperatures, the dispersion of the acoustic phonon energy
has been taken into account, beyond the so-called equiparti-
tion approximation.31,32 Hence, the acoustic phonon disper-
sion is approximated by ��ac�q�
�vsq, where vs is the
sound velocity and q the three-dimensional exchanged pho-
non wave vector.

The momentum relaxation rate due to interface-
roughness scattering is calculated using the formulation of
Ando et al.,24 later used by many authors.27,33–35 However,
from the linearization of the two-dimensional Boltzmann
transport equation, the SR relaxation time can only be de-

fined implicitly via a system of integral equations that relates
the relaxation times of the different subbands �see Ref. 27,
for example�. In order to simplify the problem, the implicit
expression of the SR relaxation time has been assumed in
this study. This simplification, embraced by many authors in
the past, does not introduce significant errors in the determi-
nation of �. Thus, the SR momentum relaxation rate for an
electron of wave vector K in subband  is given by

1

�x,
SR�K�

=
1

2��3�
�

��E�K� − e���1 + 2��E�K� − e���

� �
0

2�

d�� cos2 ��

m�,x
+

sin2 ��

m�,y
�−1

����
scr �Q��2S�Q��1 −

K�

K
cos�� − ���� , �8�

where K� is the final wave vector, ��w� is the Heaviside step
function, E�K�=e+��K� is the total energy, Q=K−K� is
the exchanged wave vector, ��

scr �Q� is the screened SR po-
tential matrix element, S�Q� is the PSD, and finally, �� is the
polar angle of K�. We recall that the two-dimensional PSD is
given by

S�Q� =
2��2	2

�1 + Q2	2�3/2 .

To conclude the description of the model, let us briefly
specify a few remarks about the modeling of the SR scatter-
ing. The SR scattering potential used to compute the un-
screened matrix elements ��

unscr�Q� involves three contribu-
tions �see Ref. 27 for further details�: �i� a first term
representing the direct scattering with the interfacial “steps;”
�ii� a second term due to the shift of the electron density
along the confinement direction; and finally �iii� the potential
arising from the dipole moments induced by the deformed
rough interface.24 In the present study, the expressions of the
“kind �ii� and �iii� terms” detailed by Fischetti et al.,27 as
well as the refined formulation of the kind �i� contribution
recently proposed by Esseni in Ref. 36, are used. In order to
calculate the SR screened potential matrix elements, the in-
version of the multisubband dielectric matrix is numerically
performed. The Maldague’s static wavelength-dependent ex-
pression is used to compute the diagonal elements of the

TABLE I. Set of physical parameters used in the present calculations.

Quantity Symbol Value Unit Reference

Static permittivity �r 11.7 8.854�10−12 F /m 25
Density � 2.3�103 kg m−3 38
Longitudinal sound velocity vl 9�103 m s−1 25
Transverse sound velocity vt 5.4�103 m s−1 25
Uniaxial-shear deformation potential �u 9.8 eV 39
Elastic constants

c11 16.577 1011 dyn /cm2 38
c12 6.393 1011 dyn /cm2 38

Acoustic deformation potential Dac 10 eV 8
Nonparabolicity coefficient � 0.5 eV−1 25
Optical phonon deformation potentials ¯ ¯ ¯ 43
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polarizability,37 improved to account for nonparabolicity. To
this aim, instead of the nonparabolic density of states em-
ployed in Ref. 37, �n /�EF is used, where n is the electron
sheet density of the th subband, namely

n = g

�m,xm,y�1/2

2��2 kBT�F0��� + 2�kBTF1���� ,

where �= �EF−e� / �kBT� and F� is the Fermi integral of
order �. Moreover, following Fischetti and colleagues, non-
diagonal terms of the polarizability matrix have been
neglected.8 Finally, it is assumed that simultaneously present
scattering rates can be added, i.e., the well-known Matthies-
sen’s rule is applied in each subband.8

C. SOI and s-SOI material parameters

In the simulation, the �001� in-plane strain-induced lift,
�E2/4

str , between the �4 and �2 valleys is accounted for using
the following expression:

�E2/4
str ��� = �u2c12

c11
+ 1�� , �9�

where cij are the elastic constants of Si and �u is the silicon
uniaxial-shear deformation potential.38 The strain also modi-
fies the Si band curvature, e.g., the effective masses. These
changes, although quite slight for �001� tensile in-plane
strain in Si, have been taken into account following the data
of Ref. 39. The parameters used in the mobility computation
�except roughness ones; see the discussion below� are rather
standard and listed in Table I.

IV. RESULTS

In this section, we report mobility calculations in �s-�SOI
inversion layers using the model described previously. After
the calibration of the model, the influence of the roughness
amplitude on the mobility gain at a high electron sheet den-
sity is then studied.

A. Simulated device structure

The device simulated in this study consists of a �s-�SOI
film of thickness W=15 nm sandwiched between a 145 nm
thick buried oxide and a 1 nm thin oxide layer �both being in
SiO2�. The material gate is polysilicon. As in Ref. 8, a uni-
form doping concentration of NA=3�1017 cm−3 has been
assumed. Three subbands in each valley have been consid-
ered to keep the computational cost reasonable. However, it
has been verified using more subbands that calculations per-
formed with three subbands are still accurate. Unless other-
wise specified, all calculations are carried out using the
Goodnick’s PSD model �i.e., Eq. �4��.

To begin with, we present the calculated potential of �2

valley, V�z�, and wave functions, ��z�, for the simulated
structure considering the unstrained and strained cases.
Therefore, Fig. 5 shows the �2 conduction band profile and
the first two wave functions of both the �2 and �4 valleys
considering �=0 �Fig. 5�a�� and �=0.8% �Fig. 5�b�� s-SOI
film. The sheet density is 1013 cm−2 and the temperature 300
K. It is seen in Fig. 5�a� that for �=0 the Fermi level EF is

very close to the fundamental levels of the �2 and �4 valleys
�i.e., e0 and e0��, so that the major part of the carriers is in
these two subbands. However, at �=0.8%, EF is situated near
the subbands e0 and e1 that both receive most of the sheet
density. To summarize, in unstrained SOI the mobility will
have a �2 as well as a �4 contribution, while in s-SOI the
mobility will result almost solely from a �2 contribution.

B. The SOI mobility

We followed the same approach as Fischetti and
co-workers.8 Thus, we first adjusted � and 	 so as to repro-
duce the experimental SOI mobility at high Ninv �Ref. 40� at
300 K. To this aim, we plot in Fig. 6 the electron mobility in
an unstrained SOI inversion layer versus the electron density
at 300 K. One can observe a good agreement between the
theoretical mobility �solid line� and the experimental data
�closed circles� for �SOI=0.3 nm and 	SOI=1.3 nm. These
values are within the range of the scattered values found in
the literature �see, e.g., Refs. 8 and 30�.

However, one may object that the estimated roughness
parameters obtained via mobility fit do not precisely agree
with those previously extracted through AFM measurements,
i.e., �
2 Å and 	
4.1 nm. This fact has been extensively

FIG. 5. Conduction band profile of �2 valley �denoted as V�z�, solid line�
and wave functions �labeled by ��z�, closed symbols� for the �2 �unprimed
index� and �4 �primed index� valleys in an unstrained �a� and strained �b�
SOI film of thickness W=15 nm. The potential and wave functions are
obtained through a self-consistent resolution of Schrödinger and Poisson
equations. The electron sheet density is 1013 cm−2 and the temperature 300
K. The wave functions have been shifted so that their respective zeros cor-
respond to the quantized energy levels. The energy reference in each graph
is the Fermi level EF �dashed line�. The lattice mismatch in the s-SOI layer
is 0.8%. Finally, note that energies �respectively, wave functions� are refer-
enced to the left �respectively, right� axis.
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discussed by Goodnick and colleagues,23 who enumerate the
reasons that could explain this unsatisfactory agreement. On
the one hand, the roughness parameters strongly depend on
the other parameters used in the calculation, such as the
acoustic and optical deformation potentials, sound velocities,
effective masses. So far, the choice of the set of material
parameters is still the subject of some debate, concerning in
particular phonon coupling constants, e.g., depending on the
authors, acoustic deformation potentials ranging from 6.6 eV
up to 14.6 eV have been reported.6,30,38 On the other hand,
there are also statistical reasons explaining this discrepancy.
They result from the limited number of sampled heights
h�Ri� that are available to accurately determine � and 	 �see
Ref. 23 for a complete review of this topic�. Moreover, it
should be noted that � and 	 have been extracted using
surface measurements that do not take into account all the
steps of the elaboration process of the device, especially the
influence of the gate stack via the so-called remote roughness
scattering.34 Hence, the modeling of the interface-roughness
scattering is certainly simplified, making the agreement be-
tween the mobility fit and AFM extracted roughness param-
eters somewhat difficult and questionable. However, in the
present study, we discuss the strain-induced modification by
comparing SOI and s-SOI devices fabricated using the same
conditions. Therefore, both SOI /SiO2 and s-SOI /SiO2 inter-
faces are identically simplified. This justifies our approach
based on a comparison between the roughness parameters in
SOI and s-SOI.

C. Discussion about the SR-limited mobility

To investigate the influence of the SR scattering model
on the roughness parameters, Fig. 7 presents the effective
mobility obtained with the same parameters � and 	 as in
Fig. 6 but using different models of the SR scattering. We
consider the three following variants of the complete model
�circles�: �i� Ando’s PSD model �squares�; �ii� no screening
�diamonds�; �iii� screening by one subband, chosen to be the
first subband of the �2 valley, with a wavelength-
independent polarizability �upper triangles�. While the same
set of roughness parameters is used, one can observe that the

mobility can be significantly altered by the modeling of the
SR-limited mobility. A modification in the screening or the
polarizability model leads to an under- or overestimation of
the mobility by about 20% at Ninv=1013 cm−2. As a conse-
quence, the determination of � that best agrees with the ex-
perimental data �stars in Fig. 7� can be modified by at least
5% depending on the scattering model �i�–�iii�.

D. Temperature dependence of the mobility gain

Let us now focus on the physical mechanisms respon-
sible for the mobility enhancement factor at high Ninv. Figure
8 shows the mobility gain, namely the ratio between the
mobility in s-SOI over the one in SOI as a function of the
temperature for Ninv=1013 cm−2. The calculations have been
performed accounting for strain only through the �2−�4

band split and through the minor changes of the s-Si band
structure �see Sec. III C�. At 300 K, it is readily seen that the
calculated gain is much smaller �almost a factor of 2� than
the experimental one, an observation still made by Fischetti
and co-workers.27 The disagreement between the theoretical
and the experimental mobility gain is maintained over the

FIG. 6. Calculated effective mobility �solid line� as a function of the elec-
tron density in an unstrained SOI inversion layer of thickness W=15 nm at
300 K. The experimental data �closed circles� are those of Esseni et al.
�Ref. 40�.

FIG. 7. Effective mobility as a function of the electron density in an un-
strained SOI inversion layer for different SR scattering models. Circles: the
complete model of Fig. 6; Squares: Ando’s PSD model; Diamonds: without
screening; Upper triangles: dielectric screening by the fundamental subband
of �2 valley using a wavelength-independent polarizability. The stars denote
the experimental data of Ref. 40. The closed symbols are calculated values;
the lines are only a guide to the eye.

FIG. 8. Total mobility gain as a function of the lattice temperature. The
closed symbols are the experimental measurements �Ref. 18�. The electron
density is Ninv=1013 cm−2. The lattice mismatch in the s-SOI layer is 0.8%.
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whole temperature range. However, the decrease of the mo-
bility enhancement ratio with the temperature presents the
correct behavior exhibited by the experimental data. This is
mainly due to a subband population modulation which can
be observed in Fig. 9. This figure displays the fractional sub-
band occupation as a function of the temperature for the SOI
and s-SOI inversion layer at Ninv=1013 cm−2. This strain-
induced “repopulation” yields a lower conduction effective
mass and a decrease of SR scattering via screening effects
that together explain the reduction of the mobility enhance-
ment factor with the temperature.

As suggested by Fischetti et al.27 and confirmed by our
AFM measurements, the mobility gain has to be computed
using a reduced roughness amplitude for the mobility calcu-
lation in the s-SOI inversion layer. Thus, Fig. 10 shows the
mobility gain versus the temperature, using two values of a
=�SOI /�s-SOI, namely a=1 �same as Fig. 8, solid line� and
a=1.4 �AFM results, dashed line�. A better agreement with
the experimental data is noticed when the strain-induced de-
crease of the roughness amplitude is accounted for. This con-
firms that the mobility gain at a high electron density is due
to the smoothness of the s-SOI /SiO2 interface.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, AFM measurements of unstrained and
0.8% biaxially tensile strained SOI films have been carried

out. Through in-depth statistical analysis, it has been demon-
strated that strain reduces the roughness amplitude by about
30%.

Then, mobility calculations in SOI and s-SOI inversion
layers have been performed using the Kubo-Greenwood for-
malism. The model includes the main scattering mecha-
nisms, especially SR, using a detailed model that takes into
account all contributions of the perturbing potential induced
by the deformed rough interface. It is shown that modeling
strain only through the band splitting of the sixfold degener-
ate silicon conduction band minima is not sufficient to repro-
duce the high mobility enhancement ratio of �90% at 300 K
and �40% at 20 K, in the high electron sheet density regime,
around 1013 cm−2. However, using the inputs of the AFM
characterization, it is shown that the mobility gain in the high
inversion charge range is due to a strain-induced decrease of
the roughness amplitude.
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